In this paper, a new algorithm for computing optimal (s, S) policies is derived based upon a number of new properties of the infinite horizon cost function c(s, S) as well as a new upper bound for optimal order-up-to levels S* and a new lower bound for optimal reorder levels s*. The algorithm is simple and easy to understand. Its computational complexity is only 2.4 times that required to evaluate a (specific) single (s, S) policy. The algorithm applies to both periodic review and continuous review inventory systems.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider first a discrete time inventory system in which an order may be placed with an outside supplier at the beginning of each period. All stockouts are backordered. We assume that one period demands are i.i.d. and integer valued and that the cost structure and parameters are stationary as well. Our (initial) objective is to minimize long-run average costs over an infinite horizon. In Section 5, we discuss how our algorithm applies to models with the discounted cost criterion and/or continuous review systems. Let D= the one-period demand (random variable); pj=Pr{D=j}, j=0,1,2,..., K= the fixed cost to place an order; G(y) = the one-period expected costs, including e.g., holding and backlog penalty costs, when starting with an inventory position y; y integer.
(The long-run average order quantity equals ED under any policy that avoids infinitely large inventories or backlogs. Linear order costs may thus be ignored for the purpose of determining an optimal policy.) We assume only that -G(*) is unimodal and lim G(y) > minG(y) +K.
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Without loss of generality, we assume that K > 0, as for K = 0 the policy (y* -1, y*) is optimal for any minimum y* of the G(-) function. The assumed properties include the common case where the one-period holding (backlogging) costs increase linearly or convexly with the end-of-period inventory (backlog) size, and where G(-) is convex and lim G(y) +oo, I y1 -co as in Iglehart (1963) and Veinott and Wagner. A fixed delivery lag can be incorporated by a standard redefinition of G(*); cf. e.g., Veinott and Wagner (1965) , Veinott (1966) or other standard treatments of single item inventory models, e.g. Denardo (1982) , Heyman and Sobel (1984) , and Tijms (1986) . The same form of G( ) arises under random lead times generated by an exogenous supply process that is independent of the sequence of demands and with the property that orders are received in the same sequence as they are placed; see Zipkin (1986 Zipkin ( , 1988 ) for a precise description. Under these lead time assumptions, G(*) Proof. The proof is by simple algebraic manipulation of (6).
Lemma 1 shows that -c(s, S) is unimodal in s for fixed S and provides a useful characterization of optimal values of s (for fixed S).
Lemma 1. a. For any given order-up-to level S, a recorder level so < y is optimal, i. e., 
Multiple optima of s for fixed S occur when at least one of the inequalities in (7) holds as an equality; that is, so -1 or so + 1 are also optimal reorder levels for S if G(s?) = c(s?, S) or G(s? + 1) = c(s?, S) hold, respectively. b. For any given order-up-to level S, there exists an optimal reorder level so such that so <y* and (7) holds.
c. For any given order-up-to level S, let so and so be the smallest and largest optimal reorder levels below y*, respectively. Proof. a. Assume that (7) holds for some so with sy <1y*. To show that so is optimal (for S), we prove 
for all s c so. By applying Lemma Oa with s = so, the first inequality of (7) The algorithm is easy to understand. In Step 0, we enter with an initial order-up-to level So= y*, with y* as an arbitrary minimum of the G(*) function. We then find an optimal corresponding reorder level so by decreasing s from y* with step size 1 until c(s, SO)< G(s). Optimality of so (for SO) follows from Corollary 1.
In Step 1, we search for the smallest value of S that is larger than So end.
For any given precision E, the algorithm may be terminated prior to convergence with an E-optimal policy, by invoking the bounds in Federgruen and Zipkin (1984, Theorem 3), themselves applications of Odoni (1969) and Hastings (1971) . However, the use of the bounds does not appear to be necessary or recommendable given the simplicity with which an optimal policy can be determined. Table I The problems differ with respect to the mean one-period demand 1A. In the first part of the table, 1A varies from 10 to 75 in increments of 5; in the second part we evaluate all remaining cases in Veinott and Wagner. We observe that in all 24 cases the bound B for the computational effort, exclusive of the evaluation of the required G( ) values comes within 10% of predicting the actual number of computations required. The ratio R defined by (the number of elementary operations required to find and evaluate an optimal policy)/(the number of operations to evaluate the single policy (so, S*)) varies in the As for discrete-time systems, the same form of the one-step expected cost function arises under random lead times provided the lead time process satisfies the properties mentioned in Section 1; see also Zipkin (1986) .
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
As shown in Veinott and Wagner, the total discounted cost over an infinite horizon under an (s, S) policy is also of the form (1) with the renewal density replaced by a so-called discount renewal density. This term was introduced by Veinott and Wagner (see ibid. for a detailed specification). (This analogy applies both to the discrete-and continuous-time models.) There exists an optimal (s, S) policy under this criterion as well (see Iglehart 1963) .
Our analysis in this paper is solely based on the cost function c(, ) being of the form (1). This implies that all of the results we present for minimizing long-run average costs in discrete-time models apply to the alternative models as well. In fact, it appears impossible to bound the number of (s, A) pairs that need to be evaluated to anything significantly less than the total number of (S -S) (9 -s). Archibald and Silver derive bounds for the optimal value of A that are tighter than the original bounds (0 and S -s) derived by Veinott and Wagner. They also show how these bounds may be iteratively improved. However, the computation of these bounds is relatively involved, and they appear to achieve a modest reduction of the feasible span as compared to the simple Veinott and Wagner bounds.
As substantiated in the Introduction, Federgruen and Zipkin's method appears relatively efficient on the basis of the 768 problems on which it was tested. No complexity bound is provided, however, and it appears in fact impossible to bound even the number of "policy improvements iterations" which this procedure consists of. Even though this method is derived by tailoring a general policy iteration method for Markov decision problems, it is nevertheless possible to make a number of interesting comparisons with the algorithm above.
An iteration of the policy iteration method starts with some policy (sold, Sold) and terminates with the conclusion that ( Recall that the algorithm consists of sequences of vertical moves alternating with sequences of horizontal moves (see the figure). It may thus be viewed as consisting of a number of iterations as well, where an iteration is defined as one sequence of vertical moves, followed by one sequence of horizontal moves. Note that an iteration starts with a policy (s, S) and terminates with a policy (s', S'), where s and s' are optimal with respect to S and S', respectively. The work performed in such an iteration is of the same order as that of the Policy Improvement step in a single iteration of the policy iteration method. (In fact, the work associated with the vertical moves is comparable to that of the search for Snew and the work required to perform the horizontal moves is about the same as that involved in determining Snew. Note, however, that in our case only moves to the right are needed, i.e., the equivalent of the search in (12) 664 / ZHENG AND FEDERGRUEN of Federgruen and Zipkin is avoided due to Corollary 1 and the fact that the iteration's starting value of s is optimal for the starting value of S.)
The algorithm avoids, however, the relatively expensive Value Determination parts altogether. Another essential difference with the policy iteration method is the fact that an iteration in the algorithm succeeds in eliminating an entire interval for S and an entire interval for s, while no such eliminations appear possible in the policy iteration method. As a consequence, we can verify that the work required to do the very last Policy Improvement Step (i.e., when optimality is reached) is about the same as that of Step 1 in the algorithm, i.e., that of the entire algorithm with the exception of the initialization Step 0.
The policy iteration method has, on the other hand, the advantage of achieving somewhat more than an average cost optimal policy only. It finds among all such policies, one with a pointwise minimal relative cost function. The relative cost function of a policy is defined with respect to an arbitrary reference state, e.g., that corresponding with a zero inventory position; it specifies for each starting inventory position, the difference in total expected costs over an infinitely long period of time by starting with that inventory position as opposed to starting with an inventory position at the reference (say 0) level. See, e.g., Tijms (1986, Chapter 3) for a general discussion of "relative value functions" and in particular, Hordijk and Tijms (1975) for a verification of the interpretation in our specific inventory model.
